INTELLIGENCE REPORT: DENIM

the denim market’s

NEXT WAVE
The denim market is undergoing
a paradigm shift, unseen since
the rise and fall of premium
denim in the 2000s.

T

he denim market is undergoing a paradigm shift, unseen since the rise and fall of premium denim in the 2000s. The combination of
consumer demand for new denim styles coupled with shifting market factors sets the stage for a new playing field.

From the runway to do-it-yourself construction, consumers are paying attention to denim. With newness in cut, fabric, and finish; denim is
popping up as a key must-have fashion item. Trendalytics’ intelligence indicates that denim supply and demand is imbalanced as the breadth
of style availability currently falls short of directional consumer demand signals. Today, style-centric search queries outpace branded search,
creating new opportunities for brand discovery, while making brand experience more important than ever.
Lower barriers to entry, sustainability initiatives and supply chain innovation are reshaping the denim landscape. Fierce competition comes
from all segments of the market: influencer collaborations, fast fashion nimbleness, new direct-to-consumer entrants, heritage brand revivals,
and the ability for higher margin premium and luxury brands to offer specialized products (made-to-order fit, raw selvedge fabrications and
embellishments).
2017 is all about vintage fit and tactile details, but how do you know which denim trends and collaborators are right for your consumer?
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marketpulse
DENIM DISRUPTION

D

isruption in the market has made way for fast fashion to interupt premium denim players. Although fast fashion retailers have not been
associated with denim in the past, their speed and responsive capabilities make them extremely dangerous as the market moves toward
new fits and trends. Fast players can adopt trends early and shift their inventory into high growth areas, such as distressed and high waisted
skinny jeans. Not only are they hitting the right trends, but they are doing it profitably, with 62% of womens jeans at full price versus only
43% at full price from specialty retailers.* Meanwhile, direct-to-consumer brands like AYR and Mott & Bow are encroaching on the denim
space with a focus on fit and transparent supply chains.
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T

wo macro shifts have created the perfect
environment for fast fashion to challenge the
establishment. First, we are at a tipping point in
the lifecycle of premium denim brands, whose
search volume has been gradually cut in half
since the peak of the premium market in 2012.**
Second, consumers are increasingly trend-centric
instead of brand-centric. Brand cachet no longer
holds the same sway it did during the heyday of
premium. Instead, recycled fits from the 80s and
90s, like mom jeans, and distressed finishes, frayed
and embroidered, are dominating our social feeds.
In the luxury market, brands like Stella McCartney
and Vetements are widening hems and heightening
waists, creating a new generation of straight jeans
with the ex-boyfriend, tomboy, and crop flare fits.
From Levi’s we have seen revivals of iconic 501
jeans and introduction of the new “wedgie” jean.
This early adopter trend toward a looser silhouette
indicates a potential shift in consumer focus away
from skinny jeans. The change will come slower
for the mens market however, as search volume
for stretch continues to grow by 24% year-overyear, in line with the growth of slimmer fits.*
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SOCIAL ACTIONS BY MARKET
(JANUARY 2017)***
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*See in-depth report for analysis on all key market segments (fast fashion, value, specialty, premium, and luxury) for both mens and womens. Contact your digital strategist to access BrandPulse categories for the key markets and to
customize the analysis for your competitors. **See in-depth denim report for breakout of detailed analysis for select premium brands. ***Data sourced from the total number of social actions by market across Facebook, Pinterest,
Instagram, Twitter, and Tumblr for posts in the past 30 days. Contact your digital strategist to customize the analysis for your competitors.

rising TRENDS
& the brands MAKING WAVES

EMBELLISHED

The retro look is on the
rise with decorative denim
details including patches,
embroidery, and lace-up
surging on social. Searches
for “embroidered jeans”
are up 480% to LY, while
searches for “embroidered
denim jackets” are up 300%
to LY with 56x social actions.*
Brands to watch: M.i.H. Jeans,
MOUSSY, and Topshop. **

HEM HACKS

DISTRESSED
What’s in a name? Consumers prefer the term “ripped
jeans” to “distressed jeans” for both men and women,
but there are 4x more products classified as “distressed”
instead of “ripped” online. Searches for “ripped jeans” are
up 28% to LY with nearly 75k average weekly searches.*
Early adopters continue to look to the exaggerated frayed
hem, which is seeing strong traction on social. Brands to
watch: Frame Denim, GRLFRND, and Good American.

Hem interest is currently
rooted in the premium and
luxury market, but expect
to see this trend take over.
Searches for “frayed hem
jeans” are up 240% to LY
and searches for “step
hem jeans” are up 230%.*
Brands to watch: Mother and
Rag & Bone.

DENIM JACKETS
This style is positioned
to move out of the early
adopter space with 90s
revival, embroidery, and
distressing driving this
trend.

2x
Denim jackets account for 13%
of market search volume, but
only represent 3% of products.***
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*Search and social volume data sourced from Trendalytics. See the in-depth report for complete analysis of nascent, growing, and mature denim trends and contact your digital strategist to customize trend analysis for both mens and
womens. **See in-depth report for complete analysis of brands to watch and a case study on how direct to consumer brands are entering the market with high social engagement. ***See in-depth report for complete analysis of
denim jackets for both mens and womens markets. Contact your digital strategist to identify style and pricing opportunities for denim jackets in your market.

pulsecheck
CORE SILHOUETTES
D

enim has taken its place in the fashion set again, but
what does this mean for legacy looks? As new styles
including mom jeans, step hem, and cropped flare rise in
popularity more traditional looks inevitably fall. How can
you plan your assortment without cannibalizing your core
fits?
Outfit trends correlate with denim trends, both in relation
to silhouette and seasonality. High waist jeans have become
a core item, coming into vogue alongside the crop top and
peaking each year between August and January. Boyfriend
jeans took off alongside slip-on shoes and sneakers, like the
Stan Smith, and by evaluating the trend curve it is clear that
this style is now a mature basic and is following a similar
curve trajectory as midi skirts and chambray shirts.*

When should you break up with your
BOYFRIEND
JEANS?
MIDI SKIRT (3 years)

CHAMBRAY SHIRT (5 years)

BOMBER JACKET (2 years)

EMERGING

GROWING
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MATURE

*See in-depth report for analysis of core silhouettes and correlated trend curves of key items, such as high waisted jeans and crop tops. Contact your digital strategist to create a custom dashboard to track correlated trends across
multiple departments.

movers & shakers
& INNOVATORS
D

enim is more than just a fashion trend — its resurgence
indicates a cultural shift toward an androgynous aesthetic
and an embrace of easy dressing, all while remaining highly
Instagrammable. These days, the garment itself isn’t enough.
Consumers expect their clothes to be part of a larger
experience and to get into their minds (and wallets) brands
need to provide something special.
DIY & PERSONALIZATION: Across the market, innovators
are coming up with new ways to put the denim consumer in
the drivers seat with in-store experiences and do-it-yourself
options. Selfridges hosted a Tommy x Gigi personalization
station, Madewell offers monogramming and embroidery, and
M.i.H. Jeans hosted a pop-up “Patch Bar” in London where
visitors could customize their jeans. Levi’s Lot 1 crafts oneof-a-kind pieces made by in-house tailors, while 3x1 gives
denimheads a bespoke experience endorsed by megainfluencers including Leandra Medine and Bella Hadid.
SUSTAINABILITY: Shifts in the denim supply chain are
making it fashionable for brands to be sustainable. Raw
denim requires less washing and processing time, which saves
water and minimizes chemicals, but as suppliers invest in ecofriendly practices they need to demonstrate value to offset the
increased cost. Brands like Reformation center promotional
messaging around sustainability.*

TECHNOLOGY: To crack the code of the new denim
consumer, brands must engage shoppers with unique
experiences. Gap is going retro with their “Generation Gap”
campaign which taps into the resurgence of 90s nostalgia by
featuring the children of the original campaign stars.** At the
same time, they are going hyper-futuristic with their augmented
reality dressing room app, built in collaboration with Avametric.

AVAMETRIC
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*See in-depth report for suggestions on how to integrate sustainability into promotional messaging and how to drive traffic to stores with engaging customer experiences. **Contact your digital strategist to analyze engagement for
your brand and marketing campaigns.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The denim market is undergoing substantial disruption because of three main market shifts:
1. Customer experience innovation and new players entering the market are leveling the playing field.
2. Purchasing decisions are moving from brand-driven to trend-driven.
3. A vintage revival is leading to an influx of new silhouettes.

ACTION ITEMS
Invest in brand differentiators that will
add value beyond promotions.

Identify emerging trends and validate
investment decisions.

Visually merchandise by trend stories
and key outfits.

Align product names with the trends
customers are searching for.

NEXT STEPS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which brand revivals and partnerships
are creating the most social buzz?
Which brands are influencers talking
about?
What is the social buzz and which nextgeneration trends are emerging?
What is the health of the trend based
on pricing?
What trends are the editors and
influencers wearing?
How are customers searching for this
look?
What are the consumer-friendly
keywords paired with this trend?
Which terms are gaining the most
traction on search and social?

Clients can contact Trendalytics for exclusive access to the full in-depth report, including
intelligence on key market segments (fast fashion, value, specialty, premium, luxury), analysis
of nascent, growing, and mature trends, and actionable insights for your business.

Trendalytics is a big data product intelligence platform that surfaces what consumers want today and tomorrow. We draw actionable insights
from the cross section of influencers, products and brands. By continually tracking billions of data points, we can pinpoint patterns across
influencer social buzz, online searches, and SKU data. This information is leveraged to provide strategic intelligence for product innovation,
sales, marketing, and merchandising. The dynamic nature of this data allows Trendalytics to not only surface rising trends, but also evaluate
when a trend is declining or oversaturated in the market. Our clients include leading department stores, mass retailers,
luxury brands, and rapidly growing e-commerce sites. Trendalytics was a Top 5 Future of Retail Disruptor at SXSW
and finalist in Wall Street Journal Start Up of the Year Series.

MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF RETAIL
For more information visit trendalytics.co
hello@trendalytics.co | 844.873.6326

